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THE MOST WIDELY-DEPLOYABLE MOBILE FINGERPRINT BIOMETRICS SYSTEM AVAILABLE

INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND

ONYX® is mobile touchless fingerprint biometric software developed by Diamond Fortress Technologies. Our patent-
protected, first-of-its-kind product uses a mobile device’s camera to capture a user’s unique fingerprint. ONYX doesn’t 
require additional hardware. For law enforcement and government, ONYX provides fast in the field, on-scene identification 
and enrollment

ONYX avoids many of the distorting variables present with hardware scanners because it is touchless, resulting in a 
fingerprint that is a more exact copy of the actual finger. Internal testing and observation has revealed that ONYX creates 
fingerprints for matching which are superior to those created by hardware scanners. Accordingly, fingerprints generated 
by ONYX can result in more accurate matches. More accurate matches equal greater security. Greater security available to 
mobile device users right now by only a simple software download, without the need for any additional hardware, resulting 
in a drastically reduced cost.

BUSINESS CASE:   
THE FUTURE OF MOBILE BIOMETRICS...TODAY.

Usage of biometrics isn’t a question of “why?” anymore. The questions now are 
“where?”, “when?”, and “which system?”. ONYX provides those answers in the 
following use cases:

 •Approving Financial Transactions

 •KYC and AML for Financial Inclusion

 •Enterprise Biometrics

 •Consumer Biometrics:

 •Replacing Passwords and PINs

 •Physical Access

 •Logical/Network Access

 •Time and Attendance

 •Law Enforcement & Government Biometrics

 •Field Live-Scan Identification

 •Border Control

 •National ID
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ONYX: FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND 
BIOMETRIC SECURITY

Our mission is to bring fundamental 
changes to the way the World interacts 
on mobile devices. We give businesses 
more flexibility in delivering their data, 
products, and services, while providing 
their customers with a game-changing 
combination of increased security and 
convenience. We allow governments, 
law enforcement, and militaries to 
perform time and lifesaving identification 
in the field with low cost commercial off-
the-shelf smartphones and tablets.

TECHNOLOGY

ONYX is a software library written in C++, wrapped with Java for use on Android and Objective C for use on iOS, that 
acquires, processes, and matches images captured with the rear-facing camera of mobile devices.

 •Accuracy: the high res images we capture from a mobile devices’ camera are “normalized” with our software resulting in 
more accurate fingerprint rendering and identification. 

 •Reliability: our touchless solution is more reliable than touch-based or capacitive fingerprint sensor solutions which are 
subject to inherent physical limitations, including their vulnerability to wear and tear. Many other solutions have had 
problems dealing with different age groups and certain ethnicities; however, our internal tests have yielded excellent 
results in these areas.

 •Faster, Broader Deployment: unlike the more common hardware solutions, ours is entirely software-based, which gives 
us the ability to deploy ONYX on most mobile devices that have a rear-facing camera..

 •Progressive: As manufacturers iterate and improve their camera/lens technology, they are simultaneously improving the 
accuracy of ONYX

 •Ease-of-Integration: ONYX can be quickly and easily integrated into a broad array of systems. Since it is software, any 
customization can be done on-the-fly without any form factor redesign.

 •Upgradability: our ability to push out over-the-air upgrades, fixes, and updates, enables us to continually improve the user 
experience and “future proof” our technology.

HOW IT WORKS 

The user places their fingers in view of the rear facing camera. In-app 
feedback guides the user or agent in optimal hand positioning and finger 
spread. The user’s fingers should be approximately 3-4 inches from the back 
of the phone, as this is the minimum focal distance of most smart phone 
cameras. Users must make sure their fingertip is approximately the size of the 
guide on the screen.

Once the fingers are in place, the finger detection algorithms trigger the 
autofocus and ONYX automatically acquires the finger image. 

Above:Using ONYX to identify a subject for bank account opening in Pakistan.

Right: All the user or agent has to do is put 
the fingers within the focus rancge of the 
mobile camera and ONYX does the rest.
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DEPLOYMENT MODEL

 •Device-based Model: All user 
fingerprint information is securly 
stored and all biometric functions 
are performed on the mobile device, 
thereby providing the greatest 
available control of personal identity 
information. This solution is perfect 
for device access authentication, 
application authentication, and 
e-commerce authentication. By utilizing 
the existing cameras available on 
mobile smart devices, with just an easy 
software download any individual can 
experience the benefits of biometric 
authentication -- without the need 
to purchase expensive peripheral 
hardware or a new device with an 
integrated biometric sensor. Diamond 
Fortress’ Device-Based Solution is a 
product of our dedication to user identity 
protection.

 •Server-Based Model: enables mobile devices to capture and process  
fingerprint images for authentication or identification. Once processed on 
the mobile device the template is securely transported to a remote server 
for matching against fingerprint images stored on the remote server. This is 
ideal for meeting  KYC and AML regulations remotely. It is also tailored for 
law enforcement field ID and governmental ID such as border control, and 
enterprise authentication where users regularly join and leave the system.          
It can be integrated into limitless applications such as existing physical facility 
access control systems and enterprise network authentication systems. 

IMPLEMENTATIONSCENARIOS

 •Financial Transactions Market – mobile banking; point-of-sale purchases; 
mobile stock trading; currency transfers.

 •Login Identification Market – much-needed solution to ensure identity of person 
accessing a device, an application or the internet.

 •Law Enforcement – evidence management/chain of custody software is becoming more widespread and our technology 
would enable providers to set themselves apart from the competition – at least for the short term until the technology is a 
necessity.

 •Border Control / Misc. Govt. Solutions – fills enormous need to protect borders from illegal entry, identification of 
immigrants and other border security issues, plus innumerable other security uses.

 •Health Care Industry – easy and inexpensive identification of medical care providers, pharmacists, patients, anyone who 
views or stores medical records or works in a medical facility as required by law; ONYX is also a perfect fit for mobile pr 
scription-writing devices which are becoming more prevalent.

 •In-App Purchases Market – consumers are making more purchases within mobile applications and enhanced security is 
desired by both businesses and consumers to prevent fraud.

 •Mobile Device Management Market – enterprise solutions for identification and verification to protect proprietary, 
confidential and personal data; handle BYOD management, network infrastructure access.

 •Physical Facility Access Control – Countless organizations are seeking a trustworthy biometric solution to control access 
to their facilities.

Above: In Columbia, customers can open consumer financial accounts by verifying 
their fingerprint against the Colombian national database. This meets the Anti-
money-laundering and Know-Your Customer requlations, since the identity has 
already been proven before database enrollment.

Below: With ONYX, investigators can 
identify victims of crime on-scene, leading to 
faster arrest of the perpatrators.
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LIVENESS DETECTION - ONYXLIVE

As biometric measurement is becoming more acceptable to the public, circumvention is becoming more attractive to those 
who wish to undermine the integrity and reliability of said systems. Any biometric modality and/or system is
vulnerable, and it is doubtful there will ever be a system totally immune to spoofing when given enough time.

Spoofing is a sensor-level attack (often referred to as a “presentation” attack) in which a valid biometric identifier such as a 
fingerprint is replaced by someone wishing to impersonate the authentic and valid user.

Diamond Fortress Technologies does not release specifics of ONYXLive™ (Liveness Detection and Anti-Spoofing) 
technology used in the ONYX system for obvious reasons: if the measures taken were publicly known, attackers would 
know exactly which factors they need to compromise the system. 

RELEASE OF ONYX 6.X

The current version of the ONYX software is version 6. With this version, four-finger simutaneous capture has been 
added, allowing the user or agent to collect prints from all four fingers quickly and easily. Machine learning and artificial 
intellegence has replaced programmatical methods for finger tracking and ONYXLive. 

ABOUT DIAMOND FORTRESS TECHNOLOGIES

DFT is poised to be an industry leader in the mobile biometrics market, which 
currently produces annual revenue of $21B. Furthermore, the solutions we 
offer cross over into numerous markets projected to soon total hundreds of 
billions of dollars per year. Our technology is second to none; our strategies 
are sound, and our leadership strong; DFT will provide the safest, fastest and 
most accurate biometric technology in the market. For more, visit  or website 
at www.diamondfortress.com.

Above: In addition to identifying fingerprints 
taken from the deceased, Diamond 
Fortress has made a number of fake fingers 
and fingerprints for the development of 
ONYXLive.

Above: The ONYX Enhanced image.
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Above: ONYX 6.x, not only is four-finger simutaneous capture the norm, but 
enhanced feedback is provided to the user.

Above: ONYX 6.x identifies the finger pads 
and provides a cropped image of each 
fingerprint for matching or enrollment.

Above: DFT’s use in financial transactions 
is profiled in Business Alabama magazine.


